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Souveraine
From the compact 400 model to the stately 1500, with a choice of up to 6 hob and 6 oven options, the Souveraine’s seamless design 
blends tradition with modernity. This quality cooker incorporates many features in demand by chefs worldwide: powerful 5.2kw 
burners with heavy duty cast iron supports, a high performance deep fryer, Bain-Marie and blinis maker, to mention but a few options. 
The clean lines of the Souveraine gives the kitchen a professional edge where, culinarily speaking, anything could happen.

The Godin collection of semi-professional cookers, long established in France as a brand leader of the highest
handmade quality, are now distributed within the UK and Republic of Ireland through Redfyre Cookers.

Godin have been manufacturing a traditional range of stoves and cookers in 
France since 1840. They have gained a reputation as a leader in the development 
of heating and cooking products and artfully blend tradition with innovation 
to provide the ultimate kitchen accoutrements, which are still individually 
handmade to order with patience and pride. No wonder Godin are the cookers 
of choice for many Michelin chefs throughout France!

Godin cookers are available in a wide choice of colours, finishes, sizes 
and cooking options - each being personalised to your own exact culinary 
requirements. Gloriously tempting colours such as Saffron, Pumpkin, Anise or 
Aubergine and by request we can colour match any shade you wish. All cookers 
are available in electric or gas (natural, butane or propane) variants. Matching 
hoods and accessories are also available. Prices start at £1,595.
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Châtelaine
This collection provides a touch of difference with an optional extended top plate making it a furniture feature in it’s own right. 
Combinations of ovens can be coupled together with a single hob surface providing you with as much cooking space as you need 
to conjure up that masterpiece. A huge choice of 10 hob variants is available to cater for your every desire. And you can be truly 
environmentally aware with the central heating solid fuel Châtelaine to boot!

Exclusive
This beautifully Gallic cooker has a stately character with a hint of tradition which will bring a smile to all who admire it – quirky yet 
beautiful, functional yet a joy to use, an exquisite addition for your home.

The Godin family comprises of the following:-


